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‘

AS GLOBAL RECOVERY
COMES THROUGH, SHARES
GAIN AND BONDS LOSE

See Don and our other must-read columnists
in our weekday WEALTH section

’
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Lanyon Australia
Value Fund
TI M B OR E H A M
C R IT E RION

WHAT IT IS: A deep-value, long-term Australian equity

fund seeking stocks trading well below Lanyon’s
estimate of their intrinsic worth.
WHAT IT DOES: This Sydney-based fund started in
July 2010 and takes a bargain hunter’s microscope to
listed assets and is happy to sit in cash. It posted net
returns of 27.6 per cent after all fees for the year to
January 31, and says it has returned 52.3 per cent on the
same basis since inception. Last month was good,
returning 4.9 per cent net.
WHAT WE LIKE: Erik Metanomski’s individualistic
outfit won the Golden Calf award for boutique
managers at the 2011 Fund Manager of the Year
Awards, which predates the 27.6 per cent result.
WHAT WE DON’T LIKE: Not a lot, but it’s not one for
investors who want to hunt with the pack.
WHAT IT COSTS: One per cent a year and 20pc of
performance above benchmark, plus GST.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT: $25,000.
LAST WORD: They like cash. It’s currently sitting on
48.3 per cent.

Australian Leaders Fund
(ALF) $1.48
IN tapping the market in a $29.7 million placement,
this listed investment company (LIC) is positioning
itself to snap up mispriced stocks emerging during
the market rally. But the difference between
Australian Leaders and out-and-out bulls is its longshort strategy, which means its net exposure is
negligible but it can exploit mispriced stocks on both
the undercooked and overdone side.
‘‘By adjusting the size of the long and short
portfolios we are able to manage market risk far more
effectively than a traditional fund,’’ says Justin
Braitling, of the LIC’s manager, Watermark.
ALF’s top 10 ‘‘long’’ holdings are an eclectic mix of
the minnows and the household names: Mayne
Pharma (market cap $200m) is the biggest exposure;
followed by National Australia Bank and News
Corporation.
As for the biggest ‘‘shorts’’? Well, it wouldn’t be
polite of the fund to reveal what companies are
stinkers (or simply overpriced). ALF’s quest for
absolute returns have reaped reward on both sides of
the fence, with a net portfolio return of 36.9 per cent
in calendar 2012 and 8.8 per cent in the last two years.
While the overall market fell in three of the past
five years, ALF’s returns fell only in 2007-08, while in
the subsequent year the fund returned 19 per cent as
the overall market tumbled 22 per cent.
ALF is a buy for the optimists — and the pessimists
— who prefer to hedge their bets.

All-weather stocks
FANCY a share that will perform consistently in
times of joy as well as adversity? Don’t we all. Finding
these gems, though, involves more than trawling the
list of blue-chip faves and supposed defensives that
may prove anything but.
In a useful analysis, Rudi Filapek-Vandyck of
financial analysis website FN Arena explodes a few
myths about the perception of what makes an ‘‘allweather’’ stock.
‘‘Probably the biggest misconception . . . is the idea
that most companies are strong inventive masters
within their own universe,’’ he says. ‘‘Yet in truth,
most businesses are weak and vulnerable and
business practices, strategies and models have to
change constantly just to stay in business.’’
An impressive five-year performance, for instance,
can be misleading because often the outperformance
pertains to a narrow window. Goldminer Perseus’s
share price almost doubled in the five years to 2012,
but this was distorted by a 298 per cent rise in 2009.
Filapek-Vandyck says the all-weather champs tend
to enjoy a loyal customer base, a lack of destructive
competition and protective government legislation.
They’ve also got to pass the metrics of low debt and
healthy cashflow and decent return on equity. ‘‘At the
centre is a robust business model that doesn’t falter or
panic the moment the overall environment turns a
bit grim,’’ he says.
The all-weathers’ returns also exceed those of the
classic defensives, such as energy utility AGL. And
now — drum-roll time — the impervious all-weather
champs. The list consists of Ansell (ANN), Amcor
(AMC), 4WD accessory maker ARB (ARP), vitamin
house Blackmores (BKL), CSL (CSL), Coca-Cola
Amatil (CCL), Domino’s Pizza (DMP), funeral group
Invocare (IVC), salary packager McMillan
Shakespeare (MMS), Ramsay Healthcare (RHC) and
cafe and bakery franchisor Retail Food Group (RFG).
Notably the list doesn’t include a resource stock,
the sector beholden to the commodities cycle.
borehamt@theaustralian.com.au
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George Clapham, managing partner for Arnhem Investment Management, says his funds consistently outperform in down markets

Investment doldrums defied as
Arnhem lands the big returns
PORTFOLIO
STRATEGY
ANDREW MAIN

GEORGE Clapham is the managing partner for Arnhem Investment Management, which
won the Golden Calf Award for
best boutique fund manager at
last year’s Fund Manager of the
Year Awards.
The funds he runs reported
an average return of 13 per cent
in the 2011-12 financial year,
which we can all remember as
being totally forgettable in
index terms, and an impressive
19.27 per cent for the calendar
2012 year.
We put him under the spotlight to find out how he turned a
‘‘nothing’’ market into a very real
return.
Describe your different funds:
All of Arnhem’s funds leverage
the same investment philosophy, process and team of analysts, but each fund has a different risk profile. Arnhem
manages three Australian
equity trusts, representing the
three different capability risk
profiles.
The Arnhem Australian
Equity Fund is our largest and
longest-standing fund with
more than 12 years’ history. This
fund owns about 35 companies.
The Arnhem Concentrated
Australian Equity Fund, which
has an eight-year track record,
has fewer stocks than the Australian Equity Fund; about 20
companies. The Arnhem Long
Short Australian Equity Fund
has a 130/30 strategy. It can buy

and short-sell companies and at
any stage may have 30 per cent
of the fund in short positions.
Typically the Long Short holds
up to 25 long positions and
about 10 shorts. This fund has
over seven years’ of track record.
Name or discuss positions or
strategic tilts that have contributed to the fund’s performance, or will do in the future:
Arnhem’s investment style has a
bias towards industries and
companies with above-average
long-term growth prospects.
We use an industry-centric
approach to assess investments
as we firmly believe that industry structure and the company’s
relative position within that industry are critical determinants
of returns. Our target companies have highly sustainable competitive positions within their
industries. Airports, medical devices, healthcare services, pay
television, certain internet services, food retail and casinos are
just a few examples of such industries. ResMed, Carsales,
News Corp, Woolworths, Brambles, Sydney Airport, McMillan
Shakespeare and Crown are a
few of our holdings.
Likewise, our Long Short
strategy also enables us to capitalise on opportunities in industries which face structural challenges, such as airlines,
contracting services, free-to-air
television, newspapers or
department stores.
What is the structure and history of your funds management business?
Arnhem is a boutique investment manager that was effectively founded in late 1999 when
ABN Amro Asset Management,
a subsidiary of Holland’s largest
bank, established an Australian

equities capability. Three of the
founding members are the managing partners and senior portfolio managers. The investment
team bought in in early 2008
and retain a 60 per cent interest.
The 10-member investment
team has an average of 18 years’
experience in equity markets.
BNP Paribas Investment Partners retains a 40 per cent interest, having inherited the original
ABN Amro stake. BNP Paribas
provides Arnhem with all marketing, client and operations
services.
What separates you from your
peers in terms of your
approach?
Three things. One, although we
have a bottom-up process, we
believe that we spend more time
on industry analysis, using both
quantitative and qualitative
means, than other managers.
Two, we are generally considered by consultants to be
more focused on sustainable
growth than other growth managers. This tends to result in our
funds consistently outperforming in down markets. And, three,
our approach logically delivers a
long-short strategy in which our
core long strategy is not compromised.
Do you believe that particular
sectors or stocks are currently
undervalued and, if so, why?
The past 12-18 months has seen a
polarisation in sector returns
with what I call the bond proxy
stocks — property trusts,
utilities, banks and telcos being
upwardly rerated by 30-40 per
cent and commodity related
companies suffering commensurate declines. The quest for
yield has driven such stocks to
expensive territory and you
need to assume bond rates will

Arnhem Asset
Management portfolio tilts
Top 10 overweights
Portfolio Benchmark
Crown
3.4
0.4
PRY
2.8
0.2
RMD
2.8
0.3
News
3.2
0.7
Santos
2.6
1.0
QR National 3.0
0.6
CRZ
2.6
0.2
SKT
2.1
0.0
Brambles
3.1
1.0
Woolworths 5.3
3.3
TOTAL
30.9
7.7

We firmly believe
that industry
structure and the
company’s relative
position within that
industry are critical
determinants of
returns

fall or stay at low levels to
support prices here. We do,
however, see some selective
value in some domestic and
international growth companies. ResMed, Crown, Asciano
are a few stocks with good
growth prospects. Resources, to
us, look fair value without being
compelling. Certain resource
service providers now look
cheap: Orica and QR National
stand out. We like their position
in the industry value chain.
How do you view the state of
the global economy and how is
your fund approaching the
market?
I think the post-GFC environment is one of generally lower
global growth rates, even in
emerging economies such as
China. Lower growth has meant
excess capacity in numerous industries, thus greater structural
risks, not just in manufacturing
but in service industries such as
banking. We are cognisant of
these factors when framing our
investment strategy. This does
not mean avoiding risk. In fact,
low growth, low interest rate
backdrops present good opportunities in sound growth industries. Companies in these industries will attract and sustain
premiums and, likewise, weaker
industries with poor fundamentals will struggle.
What’s the minimum investment your funds accept? How
can investors access them?
The three funds require a minimum upfront investment of
$20,000 and minimum additional investments of $1000.
They can be accessed through
www.arnhem.com.au, and clicking through to the BNP Paribas
Investment Partners site, www.bnppip.bnpparibas.com.au.

Question: We are self-funded
retirees with a share portfolio and
rely on dividends for our
retirement income. We have done
all right up until now but realise
that portfolios need rebalancing
from time to time and would like
your advice on who we can consult
for professional advice. We do not
have much faith in brokers and
would like independent
consultation.
ANSWER: Share portfolios are like gardens; from time
to time they need a prune and makeover. You have two
options; accept advice or do it yourself.
There are generally two types of brokers; fullservice brokers who offer advice on buying and selling
shares and managing your portfolio, and provide
access to research.
The other is a non-advisory broker who will
facilitate a trade without advice. They are generally
internet or telephone-based.
When selecting a broker, ensure that their service
will meet your expectations.
You may wish the broker to provide a sanity check
on your existing portfolio only.
Do you wish them to actively trade the portfolio or
come to you with suggested changes or with new
ideas?
They should understand your objectives for the
portfolio and your appetite for risk. They should
provide a written recommendation to you.
Independence is important to you so ensure you
know where they source their research. Understand
how, and how often, they rate stocks and how wide
their universe of stocks is.
Understand their fees. Brokers can be remunerated
on a per-trade basis or with an annual portfolio
management fee.
The ASX has a ‘‘find a broker’’ service on its website
(www.asx.com.au). Seek a referral from your
accountant or financial planner. Continue to monitor
the service to make sure you are getting what was
promised.
Alternatively you can manage your own portfolio
and subscribe to stock research.
Be careful relying on one source of information.
Most sites will offer a trial period so try a few out.
It is also worth registering with online stock forums.
Please recognise that they are not research houses but
‘‘gossip’’ sites where people share their views on stocks.
ANDREW HEAVEN

ONLINE Visit the Wealth section at
www.theaustralian.com.au to send your questions,
which will be answered by Andrew Heaven, an AMP
financial planner at Wealth Partners Financial
Solutions
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